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To play or not to play. Prince Quinn, royal ambassador, isn't looking for a serious relationship. In
fact, he's never even considered it. Hopping from lover to lover, he's content to enjoy himself, never
taking anything but his work seriously. However, when Dr. Tori Elliot is sent to the palace to test for
biological weapons, he can't seem to stay away from her. Tori Elliot has just finished her last
assignment and is on her way to a much-needed vacation. But when the Human Intelligence
Agency stops her ship and demands she heads up a team on some remote planet, she knows it in
her best interest not to refuse. Ever serious, she knows she's there to do a job and no matter what,
she's going to act like a professional. Meeting Prince Quinn, his body pressed against another
woman in the palace halls, she knows he's not the man for her. Too bad he's the ambassador and
too sexy for his own good. Fighting her desire, Tori must try to do her job while not succumbing to
the playful Var prince.
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Dr. Tori Elliot is sent to the Var palace on the planet of Qurilixen to test for contamination after a
biological weapon was found and removed, there she meets Prince Quinn and they are instantly
attracted to each other. At first she fights her desire because she wants to act professional, but he is
so playfully sexy, that of course they get together. But then she discovers a threat to the entire
planet, at the same time he is trying to deal with these new feelings he has toward her.The writing
and storyline are both good, the passion between them is great. All together a very good book to
read.This is the 3rd book in the Lords of the Var series. Two species live on this male dominated

plant, the Draig who are dragon shapeshifters and the Var who are cat shapeshifters. I eagerly
await book 4 The Rogue Prince and book 5 The Pirate Prince to be printed.

embarrassing how snookered i got with this frothy, over the top romance series. In this episode, Dr
Tori Elliot, over-achieving research scientist is drafted/dragged into temporary service on planet
Qurillixen.Aggravation and attraction develop quickly between her and carefree Var Prince Quinn.
While professionalism and logic initially restrain her emotions, Quinn grows increasingly agitated.
Tori and Quinn are each well drawn, bold, larger than life--except in their grounding sense of inner
doubt.a continuous mishmash of fun and mayhem. The fun includes, well... The mayhem is biologic
weapons, murder, good Var/bad Var. Even with the subplots it's light, escapist. In regards to
another review, i did pay somewhat crazy money for an OoP copy. Publisher was also sold out.
Worth every penny.

I think "Playful Prince" is truly the one to read of the series. The heroine is smart, strong, interesting
and doesn't become the helpless victim that typically occurs in these types of stories. I love it that
she has the upper hand. There is also some great humor around a teddy bear! I hold off on 5 stars
as there were times where I thought the heroine could have been more sensitive to her prince and
at least left the poor guy a note when she couldn't meet him or left him in the morning.The other Var
books aren't as strong IMHO because the heroines are too much under the thumb of their princes really hate that. It does get tiresome in reading the other Var stories how they always get pregnant
in the end. The books do seem to have cut/paste from each other (not as bad as the Dragon series)
and so overall, I recommend just reading Playful which is the best as the rest feel like variations on
the same theme but with weaker heroines.

I loved this book. I loved Quinn and I loved Tori. I felt bad for his confusion over being mated to her
but I have to say the story overall was funny, sexy and really cute! I think this was my favorite of all
I've read it multiple times. I love love love how through all the books you see the women become
close and each have their babies...I like being kept in the loop of the other couples lol...you'll like it if
you haven't read it but I do suggest reading Kirill's story since they are somewhat attached.

I ABSOLUTELY LOVE THIS BOOK! The Title is very true. Quinn is a very playful Prince. He is the
youngest of the Var Prince's and the Ambassador. He is funny, sexy and very determined to get
what he wants. Tori is a scientist and is very careful about any decision she makes. We pick up with

this story line as the first book ends. Tori is the scientist that comes to help remove the biological
weapons from the planet. She meets Quinn in his wing of the palace embraced with Linzi and is
very dismayed that he would be so open. Quinn turns around and sees Tori and immediately has
his new "prey" in mind. There is drama, comedy and sensual scenes in the book. It is amazing. I
love the passion between the two main characters. Quinn doing everything in his power to persuade
Tori to sleep with him. Tori always leaving after they sleep together, making the Var Prince question
himself. I could not put the book down. Every time I got interrupted I was very upset and did not
want to go to sleep because I did not want to stop reading.One of my favorite lines:"None of us
know of this fearsome teddy bear you speak of, but we are sure this creature has to be at least
twice as deadly as one.Ã¢Â€Â•

The planet of Qurilixen is under a biological threat and Tori and her team of scientists are sent to
ensure that the threat has been dealt with. But will Tori be able to assess the threat to her heart,
once the Ambassador, Prince Quinn decides that she is his??Prince Quinn liked to play...ALOT!
Prince Quinn liked nothing more than to play, in fact,-with as many diverse and different women as
took his fancy. Enter Tori, a scientist with an agenda to be ahead in her field. Her ability to spurn
Prince Quinn's numerous attempts at involvement has him stupefied.Neither Quinn, nor Tori are
aware of the danger stalking them from amongst the Var and from the swamp that threatens the
entire life of the planet, but will they survive to understand their love for each other?

The world of the Dragon Lords has now expanded to give us another amazing series of the other
people who live in this wonderful universe. The other people are also shape shifters but of the feline
variety with a rather stunted outlook until some rather amazingly frustrating but funny women arrive
to turn their world and preconceptions upside down and inside out.There are several brothers with
different personalities and responsibilities who find that the path to true love certainly doesn't run
smooth and throw in some underhand and dangerous characters bound on murder and mayhem
along with some strong and stubbornly independent females and you have a deliciously funny and
sexy new expanded series to enjoy. I have almost finished the series and have enjoyed each
volume and look forward to further expansion of this imaginative universe
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